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“CT” AUTOMATIC WINDING MACHINE 
AUTOMATIC WINDING OF STIFF TAPES AND STRAPS INTO 

ROLLS, WITH CORES AND WITHOUT CORES 
 This extremely versatile automatic-cycle machine is engineered to wind a variety of tapes 

and straps. This machine works by retrieving the tapes or straps either from cases, from an 
integrated unwinder unit or it can be synchronised with other machines. 

 The machine retrieves a core from the appropriate loader, fixes the tape or strap on, winds it, 
stops at the desired length, cuts it and then fixes the tail to the roll before ejecting it and 
starting a new winding procedure without any intervention by the operator. 

 The tape or strap tension is maintained while being wound by a 2,5kW motor featuring an 
electronic control system, to ensure good quality packages even when processing extremely 
demanding materials. The tension value is set via the keyboard so that it is kept constant for 
each diameter. The roll is thus prevented from collapsing and uniform package quality is 
always guaranteed. 

 The positive forward-feed unit driven by a 2,2kW motor serves to retrieve the tapes or straps 
from containers positioned up to 30÷40m away, thereby preventing damages and 
unexpected knots or tangles in the roll being wound. The two acceleration ramps and the 
linear winding speed (40 to 400m/min) can be adjusted via the keyboard. 

 To stop the machine and to prevent tape or strap joints, coils or other defects being included 
in the packs, an electronic detection system controls relative thickness, via which it is 
possible to set the minimum and the maximum thickness range. The minimum detectable 
thickness amounts to 0,5mm, with a 0,01mm accuracy tolerance. This system also serves to 
control the number of defects present in an individual package and to be able to select the 
required option, in the event that the type and number of defect limits set and entered in the 
system, is reached. 

 The tape or strap cutting operations are provided by either hot or cold-shearing, using long-
life, top-notch quality tool materials. The shearing tool is assembled onto the tape or strap 
guide carriage, which lifts itself according to the increase of the diameter of the roll being 
wound, in order to have optimised packaging quality even with difficult tapes and straps and 
big roll diameters. 

 The measurement system is extremely accurate and reliable with any possible ribbon or tape 
thickness and is perfectly synchronised with machine starts and stops. The maximum 
admissible error tolerance amounts to ±0.5% of measured tape. It is possible to measure 
packages of up to 9999,9m accordingly. 

 A counter unit is provided for setting the machine to stop once the number of packages set 
and entered and selectable from 1 to 9999 has been reached. 

 Process automation is provided via PLC controls with an operator panel displaying the 
various messages and commands for safe and smooth system operation. 

 The electronic keypad enables entry of all the winding parameters and display of all the alarm 
messages that may possibly come up on screen, making relative operation and maintenance 
extremely simple. 
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“CT” BASIC MACHINE VERSION 
 

The basic machine version features a positive forward-feed unit, a labelling unit, a measuring 
system, overload and traverse motion as well as defect control functions. However, to make 
said machine operative, it is necessary to customise it based on the types of packages that 
need to be produced. 

 
 Core diameter = 35÷135mm 

Tape and core width = 14÷100mm 
Strap or tape thickness = 0,5÷3mm 

Minimum roll diameter = 100mm 
Maximum roll diameter with staple seal = 800mm 

Maximum roll diameter with paper label seal = 750mm 
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 It is strictly necessary to specify the cardboard core diameter sizes, for the customisation of 
the “CT MAN 00” chucks and the relative “DBC CPT 00” tailstocks. 

 

FURTHER OPTIONAL DEVICES 

 DBCTA MANPNZ 00 - DBCTA CO 00  “MECHANICAL TAPE OR STRAP HOOK-UP SYSTEM” 
With the collet chuck it is possible to wind the tape or strap into rolls either with cores or without 
cores and to begin winding directly, without there being any need to use metal staples or labels 
to hook the bandage up. The hook up of the tape or strap is performed by the chuck closing up 
with the tailstock. The tape or strap is thus prevented from being damaged by staples or sticker 
labels with some time being saved during the work cycle. In order to determine the sizes of the 
chucks and the relative tailstocks, it is strictly necessary to specify the core diameter sizes. 
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 DBC E 00   “ADDITIONAL FORWARD-FEED UNIT FOR ELASTIC TAPES AND STRAPS” 
This device is highly recommended for winding elastic tapes and straps without length 
measurement errors, as it creates a loop prior to feed-in of the tape which stabilises itself 
automatically even in the event of different tensions caused due to retrieval of the material from 
the relative containers. There is furthermore an additional stop device which stops the machine 
should there be any length measurement errors. 
 DBC R 00  “COUNTERPRESSURE ROLLER” (TEMA srl Patent rights) 
The machine can be equipped with a pressure roller that rests down on the roll being wound in 
order to have increasingly compacted rolls, up to a maximum diameter of 800mm. This system 
is essential in order to make the very most of the machine capabilities even in the event of 
difficult tape and strap qualities and/or with roll diameters bigger than 200mm. 

 
 

 DBC RC 00  “CORE FEEDER QUICK ADJUSTMENT” 
The machine can work with cores having an external diameter of 35÷135mm, therefore, in the 
event of frequent length measurement changes, this option makes relative adjustments much 
easier.  
 DBC ZETT 00   “TRAVERSE MOTION DEVICE” 
The machine can be supplied with a specific tape or strap traverse motion device, to eliminate 
problems incurring due to the tape edges overlapping and causing different thickness gradients 
along the edges of the tapes. It is recommended for all tapes with very irregular edges.            
The traverse motion is adjustable and synchronised with the revolutions of the roll. 
 DBC CLT 50  “HOT SHEARING TOOL” 
The hot shearing tool serves to simultaneously cut and heat-set the cut edges of synthetic tapes 
and straps. The shearing tool is equipped with an adjustable temperature control unit, via which 
the temperature can also be adjusted and set on the cold shearing option. 
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 DBC PRO S00  “MACHINE TOP COVER CASING” 
This option is constituted by a transparent safety cover casing of the top part of the machine. It 
is useful for noise reduction and to contain dispersion of the dust produced by the ribbon or tape 
during winding.  With this safety cover casing, the machine height increases up to 1980mm. 

 

TAPE AND STRAP HOOK-UP AND ROLL SEALING 
 DBC P4 00 - DBC P8 00   “STAPLER UNIT” 
Pneumatic stapler unit providing the application of one metal staple to fix the ribbon or tape to 
the core at winding start and on the roll itself at the end of the roll winding operation. Stapler 
units are available with staples 4mm long and with a 16mm prong-depth (0,9mm thick) and 
8mm long with a 16mm prong-depth (1mm thick). We furthermore have the capability of 
supplying metal staples with very sharp, divergent ends in order to cause as little damage as 
possible to the tapes and straps. Via the keyboard, it is also possible to set whether to start the 
winding process with a sticker or a staple and to finish with sticker or staple hook-up, without 
needing to make any further mechanical adjustments. 

 

 DBC E1 00  “LABELLING SYSTEM” 
The machine can be fitted with a labelling head using self-adhesive sticker labels to fix the head 
of the tape or strap directly onto the core at the start of the winding operations and then the tail 
directly onto the roll material at the end of the winding operations. 
The sticker label sizes are as follows:         Length = 80÷120mm         Width = 10÷25mm 
The self-adhesive stickers must come in rolls with a maximum diameter amounting to 200mm 
and must be arranged longitudinally. There are a number of various different types available for 
use: white, coloured or printed. The type of glue and the relative thickness need to be assessed 
based on the type of tape or strap the labels shall have to be glued to. Installed together with 
the metal stapler unit, this labelling system option allows for selection of whether to start and 
finish roll hook-up either with the staple or with the sticker, by simply setting the relevant 
selection via the keyboard. 
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 DBC E2 00  “LABEL PRINTER UNIT” 
The standard labelling system can be integrated with a thermal printer that prints the sticker 
labels when applying them. The sticker labels that need to be printed can be stored into the 
printer memory either through the appropriate keypad, or via the serial port.  
 DBC E3 00  “COMPUTER WITH LABEL PRINTING MANAGEMENT PROGRAM”  
The sticker label application system, integrated with its printer, can be managed via a personal 
computer. The first hook-up sticker label can be either printed or left blank, whilst the end-of-roll 
sticker label is printed at the end of the roll winding cycle, in order to be able to manage the real 
or actual roll length measurement. A bar code on the sticker labels enables entry of a wide 
range of identification fields: article item code, machine operator, date and time of package 
processing, production batch number and other data as required and/or requested. All the 
implemented data is stored into the personal computer system, thus enabling connection to a 
network for automatic assignment to the warehouse stock data and for display of the winding 
department status, directly from other personal computers. If a barcode system is already being 
implemented on the containers for ribbon, tape or strap storage, via a scanner it is also possible 
to automatically set all the relative data into the machine. This system is essential for the 
automatic detection of the data necessary for compliance, by your warehouse and stocking 
facilities, with the ISO certification requirements. 

 

ROLL SEALING OPTIONS 
 DBC SPILLO 00 “PIN SEALING DEVICE” 
A mechanical arm featuring a suction unit picks the pins up from the special loader and pushes 
them in to the end of the roll to seal it. Via the keyboard, it is also possible to select whether to 
seal the roll with a sticker, a staple or a pin, without any further adjustments. 

We can provide nickel-plated brass pins as follows:  ∅0,8mm pin body, 14mm length. 
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TAPE OR STRAP TAKE-UP 

 DB SM4A 00 - DB SM4B 00 “ACTIVE COMMAND ROLL AND BOBBIN UNWINDER 
DEVICE” 

Via the unwinder device it is also possible to wind roll packages from very much heavier rolls or 
bobbins, as a specific motor commands and synchronizes the unwinder device rotation to the 
new tape or strap roll package winding speed. Suitable for both stiff and elastic tape and strap 
operations, the unwinder device can be positioned inside the machine cover casings in either 
high or low position, thereby increasing the overall machine length by only 600mm. It is possible 
to access the unwinder device through an appropriate door equipped to be compliant with all 
the current safety system provisions and requirements. 

 
Unwinder device installed in high position                     Unwinder device installed in low position 

 
The accessories supplied on issue with the machine are the “SM4 MA 00/00” chuck and the               
“SM4 CO 00/00” tailstock, that are customised to the dimensions of the customer’s rolls and 
spools. For the various processes, it is possible to implement the following rolls or bobbins: 

Maximum external ∅400mm      Minimum internal tube ∅100mm      Maximum length = 450mm 
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 DB SM6 00  “ROLL AND BOBBIN UNWINDER DEVICE” 
The features of this unwinder device are the same as those of the "DB SM4B 00" unwinder, but 
are only applicable for rolls and spools with a 600mm maximum diameter and for ribbons and 
tapes with a 105mm maximum width. The whole device is positioned inside the machine cover 
casings and increases the overall machine length by only 800mm. For the various processes, it 
is possible to implement the following rolls or bobbins: 
Maximum external ∅600mm      Minimum internal tube ∅100mm      Maximum length = 450mm 
The accessories supplied on issue with the machine are the “SM6 MA 00/00” chuck and the                
“SM6 CO 00/00” tailstock, that are customised to the dimensions of the customer’s rolls and 
spools. 
 DB SM8 00  “ROLL UNWINDER DEVICE” 
The features of this roll unwinder device are the same as those of the “DB SM4B 00” but here 
they are specifically applicable only for rolls and spools with a 850mm maximum diameter. The 
whole device is positioned inside the machine cover casings and increases the overall machine 
length by only 800mm. For the various processes, it is possible to implement the following rolls 
or bobbins: 
Maximum external ∅850mm       Minimum internal tube ∅100mm      Maximum length = 450mm 
The accessories supplied on issue with the machine are the “SM8 MA 00/00” chuck and the               
“SM8 CO 00/00” tailstock, that are customised to the dimensions of the customer’s rolls and 
spools. 
 
 DB MONT 01  “LIFTER DEVICE” 
The lifter is a manual device for easy lifting of very heavy rolls and spools and for easy insertion 
into the unwinder device. 
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 DBTS1 000 - DBTS2 000   “UNWINDER TABLE” 
The unwinder table enables the unwinding of big-diameter rolls of stiff ribbon and tape, by laying 
them down on their sides. The unwinder table comes in two versions. It can either be built to 
accommodate a roll with a maximum diameter of 1000mm, or to accommodate two 600mm 
diameter rolls. At the end of the roll, a photocell stops the machine winding process to make the 
head to tail junction with the new tape roll much easier. 

 
 

TECHNICAL FEATURES 
POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE  3x230V+T        3x400V+T     50÷60Hz     5kW maximum 
COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLY  7÷10bar  - 200 Nℓ per minute 
 
 

PRODUCTION OUTPUT AT MAXIMUM ROLL SPEED 
50 m rolls WITH STAPLES     9000 m/h WITH STICKER LABELS    6900 m/h 
100 m rolls 13300 m/h      10900 m/h 
150 m rolls 15850 m/h      13500 m/h 
200 m rolls 18000 m/h      15600 m/h 
Roll switchover time  =  4 seconds 
 
OVERALL MACHINE DIMENSIONS     2190 x 1710 x h 1960mm 
NET WEIGHT        850 kg 
 

 
OVERALL DIMENSIONS WITH THE UNWINDER OPTION  3100 x 1550 x h 1960mm 
NET WEIGHT        950 kg 
 

 
The features described above may vary and must be confirmed based on your products. 
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